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FIG. 1

(57) Abstract: A system and method for determining a vehicle speed, the system comprises :a first collecting module, adapted to collect
traffic information; a deep learning module, comprising a control model and a neural network, the control model is generated after the
neural network autonomously deeply learns based on inputted traffic information; the control model is adapted to receive current traffic
information comprising a peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition information in
a road segment ahead currently collected by the first collecting module, compute a recommended vehicle speed for the vehicle based
on the current traffic information, and output the recommended vehicle speed. The technical solutions of the system may reduce the
times of stops at the intersection.
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System and Method for Determining Vehicle Speed

Field

The present disclosure relates to traffic control technologies. More particularly,

the present invention relates to a system and method for determining vehicle speed.

Background

With the rapid increase of the vehicles, the congestion problem in the

intersection becomes very serious. In fact, an approaching vehicle with an optimal

approaching speed may avoid the stop at the intersection. However, because a driver

cannot predict the status of traffic lights at the junction ahead, it is difficult for the

driver to determine the optimal approaching speed for crossing the intersection, and

the driver can only blindly adopt an approaching speed. Thus, the number of times of

stops at the intersection will increase, which will result in the increase of oil

consumption and toxic emission, and then the environmental pollution is intensified.

Summary

There is a need for providing a good way for vehicle speed predicting. According

to embodiments of the present disclosure, a system and method for determining a

vehicle speed is provided to reduce the times of stops at the intersection.

The system for determining a vehicle speed provided by an embodiment of the

present disclosure includes:

a first collecting module, adapted to collect traffic information; the traffic

information comprises: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of

each intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the traffic

condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road segment,

and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not;

a deep learning module, comprising a control model and a neural network

capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, the control model is

generated after the neural network autonomously deeply leams based on inputted

traffic information collected by the first collecting module; the control model is



adapted to receive current traffic information comprising a peed and a location of a

vehicle, traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition information in a

road segment ahead currently collected by the first collecting module, compute a

recommended vehicle speed for the vehicle based on the current traffic information,

and output the recommended vehicle speed.

The method for determining a vehicle speed provided by an embodiment of the

present disclosure includes:

collecting, by a first collecting module, current traffic information comprising a

peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead, and traffic

condition information in a road segment ahead;

receiving, by a deep learning module, the current traffic information; wherein the

deep learning module comprises a control model and a neural network capable of

simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, the control model is generated after

the neural network autonomously deeply leams based on received history traffic

information collected by the first collecting module; the history traffic information

comprises: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of each

intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the traffic

condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road segment,

and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not;

computing, by the deep learning module, a recommended vehicle speed for the

vehicle based on the current traffic information, and outputting recommended the

vehicle speed.

It can be seen from the foregoing technical solutions that, in the implementation

manners of the present disclosure, a deep learning module comprising a neural

network capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, may

autonomously deeply leam based on inputted traffic information comprising a peed

and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of each intersection, and traffic

condition information in each road segment, and then generate a control model, the

control model may, according to current traffic information comprising a peed and a

location of a vehicle, traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition

information in a road segment ahead, compute a recommended vehicle speed for the



vehicle, and the recommended vehicle speed is an optimal approaching speed for the

vehicle to avoid a stop at the intersection. Thus the times of stops may be reduced.

Brief Description of Drawings

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a system for determining a vehicle

speed according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for determining a vehicle speed

according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a system for determining a vehicle

speed according to another embodiment of the present disclosure.

List of reference numbers:

Detailed Description

The present disclosure will be described in further detail hereinafter with

reference to accompanying drawings and examples. In the following description,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the present disclosure. It will be readily apparent however, that the present disclosure

may be practiced without limitation to these specific details. In other instances, some



methods and structures have not been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily

obscure the present disclosure. As used herein, the term “includes” means includes

but not limited to, the term “including” means including but not limited to. The term

“based on” means based at least in part on. In addition, the terms “a” and “an” are

intended to denote at least one of a particular element.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a system for determining a vehicle

speed according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in figure 1, the

system includes a first collecting module 110, a second collecting module 120, and a

deep learning module 130.

The first collecting module 110 is adapted to real-time collect traffic information;

the traffic information may include: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light

status of each intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the

traffic condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road

segment, and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not. Regarding to a

vehicle, current traffic information may include a peed and a location of the vehicle,

traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition information in a road

segment ahead.

As shown in figure 1, in one example, the first collecting module 110 may

collect the peed and the location of a vehicle from a smart phone 151 of a driver of the

vehicle or from a traffic console (not shown in figure 1) of the vehicle. The first

collecting module 110 may collect the traffic light status of an intersection from a

roadside unit (RSU) 152 of the intersection. The first collecting module 110 may

collect the traffic condition information in a road segment from a map provider 153.

The second collecting module 120 is adapted to real-time collect environment

condition information; the environment condition information may include: air quality

status, temperature and/or wet of each district. Regarding to a vehicle, current

environment condition information may include air quality status, temperature and/or

wet of vicinity of the vehicle.

In an example, the second collecting module 120 may collect the air quality

status from Siemens CT China, CCS project, there is an intelligent device called ECB

(embedded city box) 154 which targets to install on the road side with embedded

sensors in it. The sensors include air quality sensor like pm2.5 pmlO, vehicle



consumption sensor like N02, S02, environmental sensor like temperature sensor,

noise sensor and so on. The second collecting module 120 may also collect the

information including temperature and/or wet of each district from the ECB 154.

The deep learning module 130 includes a control model 131 and a neural

network 132 capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and leam, the control

model 132 is generated after the neural network 131 autonomously deeply learns

based on inputted traffic information collected by the first collecting module 110 and

inputted environment condition information collected by the second collecting module

120. The control model 132 is adapted to receive current traffic information

comprising a peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead,

and traffic condition information in a road segment ahead currently collected by the

first collecting module 110 and current environment condition information comprising

air quality status, temperature and/or wet of vicinity of the vehicle currently collected

by the second collecting module 120, compute a recommended vehicle speed for the

vehicle based on the current traffic information and the current environment condition

information, and output the recommended vehicle speed.

In an example, the deep learning module 130 may send the recommended vehicle

speed to the smart phone of the driver of the vehicle or to the traffic console of the

vehicle, so that the driver or the traffic console may drive the vehicle at the

recommended vehicle speed.

In an example, the control model 132 may be generated after the neural network

autonomously deeply learns based on inputted traffic information collected by the first

collecting unit in a predetermined time period and inputted environment condition

information collected by the second collecting unit in the predetermined time period.

In an example, the predetermined time period may be a latest time period less than 24

hours. For example, the predetermined time period may be a latest 20, 19, 18, 17, 16,

15, 14, 13,12,1 1,10, 9, 8, 7, 6 or 5 minutes.

In an example, as shown in figure 1, the system may further include a feedback

receiving module 140, adapted to receive feedback information about whether the

vehicle does not need to stop at the junction ahead when going at the recommended

vehicle speed outputted by the deep learning module 130, when the feedback

information indicating the vehicle needs to stop at the junction ahead when going at



the recommended vehicle speed, output a parameter adjustment instruction to the

neural network 131, and then the neural network 131 may be further adapted to, after

receiving the parameter adjustment instruction, continue to autonomously deeply

leam based on newly inputted traffic information collected by the first collecting

module and newly inputted environment condition information collected by the

second collecting module, and generate an updated control model 132.

In an example, the feedback receiving module 140 may receive the feedback

information from a monitor (not shown in figure 1) mounted at the junction for

monitoring the vehicle whether the vehicle does not need to stop at the junction ahead

when going at the recommended vehicle speed. In another example, the feedback

receiving module 140 may receive the feedback information from the smart phone

151 of the driver or the traffic console of the vehicle.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the neural network 131 may utilize

program code or a chip possessing deep learning function to achieve the autonomous

deep learning function.

In another embodiment, there may be not the second collecting module 120 in

the system, that is to say, the control model 132 may be generated after the neural

network 131 autonomously deeply learns only based on inputted traffic information

collected by the first collecting module 110; and the control model 132 may be

adapted to only receive current traffic information comprising a peed and a location of

a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead, and traffic condition information in

a road segment ahead currently collected by the first collecting module 110, and then

compute a recommended vehicle speed for the vehicle based on the current traffic

information, and output the recommended vehicle speed.

Figure 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for determining a vehicle speed

according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in figure 2, the

method may include the following processes.

At block 201, a first collecting module collects current traffic information

comprising a peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead,

and traffic condition information in a road segment ahead, and then the first collecting

module sends the current traffic information to a deep learning module.



In one example, the first collecting module may collect the peed and the location

of a vehicle from a smart phone of a driver of the vehicle or from a traffic console of

the vehicle; collect the traffic light status of an intersection from a roadside unit (RSU)

of the intersection; and collect the traffic condition information in a road segment

from a map provider.

At block 202, the deep learning module receives the current traffic information

wherein the deep learning module comprises a control model and a neural network

capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, the control model is

generated after the neural network autonomously deeply leams based on received

history traffic information collected by the first collecting module; the history traffic

information comprises: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of

each intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the traffic

condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road segment,

and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not.

At block 203, the deep learning module computes a recommended vehicle speed

for the vehicle based on the current traffic information, and outputs the recommended

vehicle speed.

In an example, the method may further include: a second collecting module

collects current environment condition information comprising air quality status,

temperature and/or wet of vicinity of the vehicle, and sends the current environment

condition information to the deep learning module.

In an example, the second collecting module 120 may collect the air quality

status from Siemens CT China, CCS project, there is an intelligent device called ECB

(embedded city box) which targets to install on the road side with embedded sensors

in it. The sensor include air quality sensor like pm2.5 pmlO, vehicle consumption

sensor like N02, S02, environmental sensor like temperature sensor, noise sensor and

so on. The second collecting module 120 may also collect information including the

temperature and/or wet of each district from the ECB.

The deep learning module further receives the current environment condition

information, and computes a recommended vehicle speed for the vehicle based on the

current traffic information and the current environment condition information.

Wherein the control model in the deep learning module is generated after the neural



network autonomously deeply leams based on inputted history traffic information

collected by the first collecting module and inputted history environment condition

information collected by the second collecting module; the history environment

condition information may include air quality status, temperature and/or wet of each

district.

In an example, the control model may be generated after the neural network

autonomously deeply learns based on inputted traffic information collected by the first

collecting unit in a predetermined time period and inputted environment condition

information collected by the second collecting unit in the predetermined time period.

In an example, the predetermined time period may be a latest time period less than 24

hours. For example, the predetermined time period may be a latest 20, 19, 18, 17, 16,

15, 14, 13,12,1 1,10, 9, 8, 7, 6 or 5 minutes.

In an example, the method may further include: a feedback receiving module

receives feedback information about whether the vehicle does not need to stop at the

junction ahead when going at the vehicle speed outputted by the deep learning module;

when the feedback information indicating the vehicle needs to stop at the junction

ahead when going at the vehicle speed, the verifying module outputs a parameter

adjustment instruction to the neural network. After receiving the parameter adjustment

instruction, the neural network continues to autonomously deeply learn based on

newly inputted traffic information collected by the first collecting module and newly

inputted environment condition information collected by the second collecting module,

and then generates an updated control model.

The present disclosure provides a non-transitory computer readable storage

medium having stored therein one or more instructions, which, when executed by a

computing device, cause the computing device to achieve the above mentioned

method for determining a vehicle speed. In particular, it may provide a system or

apparatus equipped with a storage medium on which software program codes for

realizing the functions of any of the above-described embodiments are stored, and a

computer (or a CPU or an MPU of the system or apparatus) ) reads out and executes

the program code stored in the storage medium. In this case, the program code itself

read from the storage medium can realize the function of any one of the above-

described embodiments, and thus the program code and the storage medium storing

the program code constitute a part of the present disclosure.



For example, figure 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a system for

determining a vehicle speed according to another embodiment of the present

disclosure. As shown in figure 3, the system may include a memory 310 and a

processor 320 in communication with the memory 310. The memory 310 stores a

group of machine-readable instructions which may be executed by the processor 320

to achieve the above mentioned method for determining a vehicle speed. Or, it may be

understood that, in one example, the machine-readable instructions include a first

collecting module 110, a second collecting module 120, and a deep learning module

130. In another example, the machine-readable instructions further include a verifying

module 140.

The above examples may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, or a

combination thereof. For example the various methods, processes and functional

modules described herein may be implemented by a processor (the term processor is

to be interpreted broadly to include a CPU, processing unit/module, ASIC, logic

module, or programmable gate array, etc.). The processes, methods and functional

modules may all be performed by a single processor or split between several

processors; reference in this disclosure or the claims to a ‘processor’ should thus be

interpreted to mean ‘one or more processors’. The processes, methods and functional

modules are implemented as machine readable instructions executable by one or more

processors, hardware logic circuitry of the one or more processors or a combination

thereof. The modules, if mentioned in the aforesaid examples, may be combined into

one module or further divided into a plurality of sub-modules. Further, the examples

disclosed herein may be implemented in the form of a software product. The

computer software product is stored in a non-transitory storage medium and

comprises a plurality of instructions for making an electronic device implement the

method recited in the examples of the present disclosure. The non-transitory storage

medium includes a hard disk, a floppy disk, a magnetic disk, a compact disk (e.g.,

CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-ROM, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW and DVD+RW), a

tape, a Flash card, ROM, and so on. Optionally, it is possible to download the

program codes from a server computer via a communication network.

It can be seen from the foregoing technical solutions that, in the implementation

manners of the present disclosure, a deep learning module comprising a neural

network capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, may



autonomously deeply leam based on inputted traffic information comprising a peed

and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of each intersection, and traffic

condition information in each road segment, and then generate a control model, the

control model may, according to current traffic information comprising a peed and a

location of a vehicle, traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition

information in a road segment ahead, compute a recommended vehicle speed for the

vehicle, and the recommended vehicle speed is an optimal approaching speed for the

vehicle to avoid a stop at the intersection. Thus the times of stops may be reduced.

Each feature disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims,

abstract and drawings), may be replaced by alternative features serving the same,

equivalent or similar purpose, unless expressly stated otherwise. Thus, unless

expressly stated otherwise, each feature disclosed is one example only of a generic

series of equivalent or similar features.



Claims

1. A system for determining a vehicle’s speed, comprising:

a first collecting module, adapted to collect traffic information; the traffic

information comprises: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of

each intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the traffic

condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road segment,

and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not;

a deep learning module, comprising a control model and a neural network

capable of simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, the control model is

generated after the neural network autonomously deeply leams based on inputted

traffic information collected by the first collecting module; the control model is

adapted to receive current traffic information comprising a peed and a location of a

vehicle, traffic light status at a junction ahead, and traffic condition information in a

road segment ahead currently collected by the first collecting module, compute a

recommended vehicle speed for the vehicle based on the current traffic information,

and output the recommended vehicle speed.

2 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to claim 1, further

comprising:

a second collecting module, adapted to collect environment condition

information; the environment condition information comprises: air quality status,

temperature and/or wet of each district;

the control model is generated after the neural network autonomously deeply

leams based on inputted traffic information collected by the first collecting module

and inputted environment condition information collected by the second collecting

module; and the control model is adapted to receive current traffic information

comprising a peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead,

and traffic condition information in a road segment ahead currently collected by the

first collecting module and current environment condition information comprising air

quality status, temperature and/or wet of vicinity of the vehicle currently collected by

the second collecting module, and compute a recommended vehicle speed for the



vehicle based on the current traffic information and the current environment condition

information, and output the recommended vehicle speed.

3 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to claim 2, wherein the

control model is generated after the neural network autonomously deeply learns based

on inputted traffic information collected by the first collecting unit in a predetermined

time period and inputted environment condition information collected by the second

collecting unit in the predetermined time period.

4 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to claim 2, wherein the

predetermined time period is a latest time period less than 24 hours.

5 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to any one of claims 2

to 4, further comprising:

a feedback receiving module, adapted to receive feedback information about

whether the vehicle does not need to stop at the junction ahead when going at the

recommended vehicle speed outputted by the deep learning module, when the

feedback information indicating the vehicle needs to stop at the junction ahead when

going at the recommended vehicle speed, output a parameter adjustment instruction to

the neural network;

the neural network is adapted to, after receiving the parameter adjustment

instruction, continue to autonomously deeply learn based on newly inputted traffic

information collected by the first collecting module and newly inputted environment

condition information collected by the second collecting module, and generate an

updated control model.

6 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to any one of claims 1

to 5, wherein the first collecting module collects the peed and the location of a vehicle

from a smart phone of a driver of the vehicle or from a traffic console of the vehicle;

and/or

the first collecting module collects the traffic light status of an intersection from

a roadside unit, RSU, of the intersection; and/or

the first collecting module collects the traffic condition information in a road

segment from a map provider.



7 . The system for determining a vehicle speed according to any one of claims 1

to 5, wherein the neural network utilizes program code or a chip possessing deep

learning function to achieve the autonomous deep learning function.

8. A method for determining a vehicle speed, comprising:

collecting, by a first collecting module, current traffic information comprising a

peed and a location of a vehicle, traffic light status at the junction ahead, and traffic

condition information in a road segment ahead;

receiving, by a deep learning module, the current traffic information; wherein the

deep learning module comprises a control model and a neural network capable of

simulating the human brain to analyze and learn, the control model is generated after

the neural network autonomously deeply leams based on received history traffic

information collected by the first collecting module; the history traffic information

comprises: a peed and a location of each vehicle, traffic light status of each

intersection, and traffic condition information in each road segment; the traffic

condition information in a road segment comprises: traffic flow in the road segment,

and whether there is a congestion in the road segment or not;

computing, by the deep learning module, a recommended vehicle speed for the

vehicle based on the current traffic information, and outputting recommended the

vehicle speed.

9 . The method for determining a vehicle speed according to claim 7, further

comprising:

collecting, by a second collecting module, current environment condition

information comprising air quality status, temperature and/or wet of vicinity of the

vehicle;

receiving, by the deep learning module, the current environment condition

information; wherein the control model is generated after the neural network

autonomously deeply learns based on inputted history traffic information collected by

the first collecting module and inputted history environment condition information

collected by the second collecting module; the history environment condition

information comprises: air quality status, temperature and/or wet of each district;



computing, by the deep learning module, the recommended vehicle speed for the

vehicle based on the current traffic information and the current environment condition

information.

10. The method for determining a vehicle speed according to claim 8, further

comprising:

receiving, by a feedback receiving module, feedback information about whether

the vehicle does not need to stop at the junction ahead when going at the

recommended vehicle speed outputted by the deep learning module;

when the feedback information indicating the vehicle needs to stop at the

junction ahead when going at the recommended vehicle speed, outputting, by the

verifying module, a parameter adjustment instruction to the neural network;

after receiving the parameter adjustment instruction, continuing, by the neural

network, to autonomously deeply leam based on newly inputted traffic information

collected by the first collecting module and newly inputted environment condition

information collected by the second collecting module;

generating, by the neural network, an updated control model.

11. A system for determining a vehicle speed, comprising: a memory and a

processor in communication with the memory;

the memory stores a group of machine-readable instructions which may be

executed by the processor to achieve the method for determining a vehicle speed

according to any one of claims 8 to 10.

12. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium having stored therein

one or more instructions, which, when executed by a computing device, cause the

computing device to achieve the method for determining a vehicle speed according to

any one of claims 8 to 10.
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